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CERTAIN PROBLEMS OP UNSTABLE COMBUSTION IN ROCKET ENGINE CHAMBERS DRIVEN 
BY LIQUID FUEL 

Henryk Krajewski 

General Problem. 

The problem of unstable combustion in a rocket engine chamber oper¬ 

ating in liquid fuel plays a decisive role in phenomena of unstable opera¬ 

tion of the entire driving system. The nature of the cause of the combus¬ 

tion process - whether it is stable or unstable, and what type of instability 

will be - has a principal effect on the thing, on whether the rocket ongine 

functions surely in the given area, or do certain working parameters undergo 

changes which may affect cause destruction of the driving systems. Actually, 

the purpose of investigating combustion instability is the description of 
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conditions reducing vibrations to such a degree that it would not negatively 

affect the work of the driving system. TCe deal here namely in the rela¬ 

tionship and effect of definite parameters. 

The problem is not only highly important, but also interesting. There 

is no wonder that in trade literature, authors devote to it recently much 

place and attention. But it must be mentioned that although regular inter¬ 

national symposiums pertaining to combustion problems are taking place and 

the published materials are quite voluminous, on the subject of combustion 

instability in rooket engines, the number of monographs which appeared in 

recenj years can be counted on the fingers. In the Polish language, a few 

of the publications which appear on this subject, but only in 1963 is the 

development of only a fragment of the matter. 

Characteristic is also the fact that authors of published referen¬ 

dums, articles, and books underline a series of problems which so far have 

been opened as not sufficiently investigated or not fully explained. 

The cause of it is not only the thing that the solving of these prob¬ 

lems requires long lasting and costly experiments and te»ts and development 

of new methods and measuring means, assuring proper reliability and accur¬ 

acy, but also the difficulty and complexity of the very problems. Combus¬ 

tion problems include branches of sciences, from which - as the most im¬ 

portant - should be mentioned aerodynamics, thermodynamics, and chemistry, 

(’nly in the bases of these sciences alone, on the basis of aerothermochemis- 

try (the creator of this science is T. Karman) is possible to explain the 

kinetics of processes taking place in the combustion chamber of a rocket 
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engine,* 

This monograph takes on the purpose of discussing only certain prob¬ 

lems of unstable combustion in a rocket engine combustion chamber, namely, 

the types of instability, their manifestations, causes, and possible results 

for the drive, stability criteria and conclusions. 

First of all, what is considered as "unstable combustion?"** 

As unstable combustion is considered durable - without tendency of 

returning to the output state - and a considerable deviation from normal 

basic values of parameters accompanying transformation of driving mediam 

components into gaseous combustion products. These deviations can acquire 

the nature of pulsation (vibrations) lateral and longitudinal, of various 

sygnal form, or various dissociation, amplitude and frequency at constant or 

growing average value of these parameters. Speaking about the basic opera¬ 

tional parameters of rocket engine operations, we keep in mind the throat 

and rapidity and outflow of the factor from the exit nozzle and witn resnect 

to processes and combustion conditions - pressure in the chamber and pressure 

drops, temperature, individual yield of the fuel and oxidizer and combuotions. 

rato of chemical reaction and ignition lag. 

The last one of the mentioned parameters is especially important. 

*3asic equations of aerothermochemistry were introduced by the author in 
article "Similarity criteria of combustion chambers of liquid fuel rocket en¬ 
gines - Technika Lotnicza, ed, 11, 1963, 

**Crocco and Cheng assumed that combustion takes place normally when the 
observed vibrations depend only upon phenomena of local nature and decrnpîses 
accidentally in various KS places, so that the distrubancos appearing in one 
place has no effect on the operation in sufficiently distant places. 
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It ia the time necessary for heating the mixture from the initial temperature 

to ignition temperature. Its variable value is connected with the type 'ind 

mutual ma^nitudinal relation of driving medium components; the rights of 

their transformation into combustion products play a very important role 

in the mechanism of unstable work of the rocket engines;^ has an eifect on 

the possibility of unstable combustion process in the period of changing the 

working conditions of the engine; that is, during the start, and in the case 

of an engine with regulated thrust - also during the change in thrust. 

Pig, 1 illustrates the ignition lag ^ during the combustion process. 

Pig, 2 represents the relationship of this parameter with temperature ^ and 

the rate of reaction u, Szaulow and Lenner maintain (1961) that authoritative 

data are lacking so far, data pertaining to the dimensions of lagging tine, 

as well as to its relation with known theses of the combustion theory, 

’Then ignition lagging time will increase to impermissible boundaries, 

and the yield of the components of the driving medium is extremely great, as 

a result of accumulating the latter in the combustion chamber (f3), it may, 

as a result of extreme pressure rise (Pig, 3), come to an explosion of the 

combustion chamber. That is why the starting belongs to the most dangerous 

and complicated areas of rocket engine operation, 

-he basic parameter is the pressure in the combustion chamoer, Tho 

value of pressure and its change is connected with the value of tho other 

parameters. 

The area of instability proble.,3 is quite wide, as to enable to ex¬ 

haust the same within such scanty frames. That is why some authors are 
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engaged in the starting problem only, others in the stability analysis of 

the "flame ffront," still others in the area of various types of instabili¬ 

ties - according to classification which is generally uniform, although in 

literature it is emphasized that the mechanism of origination of irritations 

of various areas of sensitivity is not sufficiently well investigated. Ac¬ 

cording to adopted nomenclature, it is possible to divide unstable combus¬ 

tion into lower frequency combustion and into high frequency combustion. 

Pig. 1, Change in the volume of active 
bodies in the cylindrical part of the 
KS (combustion chamber), T - lagging 
time; t - time of exposure; tg - total 
expo3uregtime. 

As unstable combustion: 

- of low frequency is considered combustion of vibrations from 30 - 

50 to IOO - 220 c (pressure fluctuations with eigen frequency of the combus¬ 

tion process of the driving medium), appearing as a result of the delay be¬ 

tween fuel components and oxidizer inflow processes into the combustion 
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chamber and their combustion, 

- hifth frequency is considered vobrational combustion of 600 - 1200 c 

and generally higher than 1000 c, representing resonance, acoustic vibra¬ 

tions longitudinal of gas, filling up the combustion chamber. 

Pig, 2, Temperature diagram T and of 
rate of reaction u in function t, r - 
time of ignition delayj - tine from 
the beginning of chemical reaction to 
the appearance of the flame. 

In addition, there is also detonation combustion (very little recog¬ 

nised) which appears at the moment of engine starting. 

It is necessary to warn in advance that the mentioned instability areas 

of the combustion process never appear in the pure form, but they are or¬ 

dinarily mutually imposed and are bound with each other. 

Frequency and oscillation amplitude of all types - in greater or 

smaller degree - depend upon* 
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1) construction and parameters of head and combustion chamber, form of 

chamber, and the mutual relationship of its geometrical parametersj 

2) construction and parameters of the amplification system of driving 

medium components and auxiliary elements of the driving system; 

3) engine performance accuracies and co-activity of all its elements; 

4) chemical and physical properties of driving medium components; 

5) construction and parameters of flying apparatus in which the driv¬ 

ing system is installed and the conditions of its flight; and 

6) working conditions of the rocket engine. 

Physical picture of low frequency instability. 

At the bases of low frequency instability mechanism lies a disrupted, 

líiftSinG inverse compression system between pressure in the combustion 

ch.' mbor, the yield of driving medium components and the lagging tine 

dependence of ignition upon pressure. The pulsation amplitude reaches 

up tc 50' of average pressure value (fig. 6.) The cause of their appe r- 

nce (according to agreeable interpretation of soviet and western authors, 

with the exception of libus) is that the fuel and oxldicer transform inJ0 

combustion gases not as quick as lightning, but after expiration of r. 

certain time, called the conversion time or ignition lagging timo T(fi :. 

2 and 3.) 

It should be added, that according to recent investigations 

(aoIdov'ics) the most active for the kinetics of chemical reaction f■ ctor 

is not ti'.o ignition temperature, but the combustion temperature of drivin ■ 

medium components (fig. 4.) 

It is possible to explain the method of instability creation of lov- 
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frequency by the di^^ran representing (in a simplified method) the 

dependence of a proper volume of combustion predicts upon the proper 

volume of liquid components v in the form of a broken curve, as in fi-1*. 
o 

5. 

'■laon at the moment t - as result of action of incidental causes - 

pressure in the combustion chamber will drop to a smaller value than 

the initial pg unit, the pressure drop on the injector will rise to 

An increase in pressure urop will cause a rise in singular yield in 

driving medium components to the combustion chamber 

Cl > Gm«. 

lated components in ÎCS, 3-oach 
particle ignites at a definite 
time from the moment of tettins 
into the ICS, 4-ignition lam 
deponas upon pQ and T . 

front 1 during combustion. T0 - 
initial temperature of mixture, ?.• •• 
temperature of factor explosion 
(300-500uC,) T3 - combustion temper¬ 
ature (1000-2000-C.) 
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Fi';. 5* öcherv.'.ta of -S’’o nccîi:.aiß.m of lor frequono; .-,0:./1 v. '.r■ ’ "ion 
ori'tinntion. p^-injociion pnssure, p2-prossure in l/.i, Ap-prc;oeuro <Jrop 
on injectors. 

Outlay increase cause a pressure rise in the combustion chamber, 

^ut this phenomenon rill not take place then, but rill repeat itself 

periodically after expiration of timet, 2T, 3t and so on. In certain 

vibrational conditions vibrations may disappear, end in some they may 

amplify. P-rticulr.rl; favorable to the origination of vibrations of 

cert:, in unextinyuished thrust regulation system by reduction of yield 

of drivin;; medium components. Pressure drops on the injectors decrease 

then and the engine easily falls into the area of unstable operation. 

Of course, not only pressures experience vibrations, but also 

the yield .and temperature in the combustion chamber and .at the outlet 

from the injection nonslo. Velocity fluctuations of the stream .and 

pressure in amplification conduits have the very same frequency th t 

P2 has, but loror amplitude. The authors bind these phenomena v/i'h 

lov pressure in the combustion chamber and small pressure drop or. the 
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injoctorß. The tenperí.turo «’’.nd pressure in various points of th.j I'.o 

c'i.;roe in phase. 

Lov frequency vibrations can be of two types* 

1) hi *]i anplitudo vibrations - greater pressure rise v/ithin 0.001 

sec. (fi;. 6,) find then its drop by the interpretation curve as results 

of interruption in the flow of driving medium. 

This pressure drop lasts mit il as r. result of infloi" of drivin ; 

medium components it will rise a; in. The combustion chamber '-ill be 

empty for some time because the components do not ignite immediately 

because of the lag. The time constant of the gradu:'! pressure drop 

corresponds to the so-called time of stay (of the driving .xdirm 

co iponont in the combustion chamber,) 

2) snrll amplitude vibrations - if the aver'go pressure i.» *he 

eo bust ion ch«-.mber is increa sed by increasing the pressure in ”’o 

■’plifin tion system, the vibration frequency rill rise, but the 

amplitude rill decrease. There rill be no violent pressure drops, hr’. 

iJ rill become modulated. The form of signals will ’ .g um if 1 

(fi b 6b.) 

TiciO.cn these o ses can tabu place mixed phenomena (fi •, 6^, ) 

1.: which the amplitude ir not constant, and the i.-.position of severa' 

frenuoncios of * no ident, lly existing frequenoier. (muy take pi; fj ;•.* 

P2> 2p la :/cm2, ) 

In the period of starting are often observed vilrations of ro in , 

• : ;p1 itude (fig. 6 d, ) The vi>>rations are then extingui shod. Thuir f u.-.'i 

is so i r unexplained. 
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oi' pro e mu-;; 
t unst.-.tioi ‘ 

conirur or lo"’ froquenc.y. 

-"he first theories, which 

originated in 1?41> v.hich hrou^-.t 

the pulsation causes to the ti;;:e 

of ignition delay, bound the ori -in- 

ation of low frequency inrt-.Mli4; 

with the typo of driving iriodivm, iA 

eeans rita uto-ignition -’nil not 

v/ibh auto-ignition. An error v s 

the investigation of the phonoronon 

as unchanged pressure one i .1 i at ion 

ia in-,. 1 tor v s proven the effect on tho phenomenon of unstahlo 

no .hunt ion cf local pressure and température changes because the lag gin, ; 

tiue doos depend on them. 

(îivin • -. similar picture of low frequency instability r.iochanisr. 

(chugging) Crocoo md Cheng call attention to still another 4; no of 

r'cchau.ism - inside chamber instability, constituting self encit.utiou 

vibrations, regardless of the nature of the amplification system. 

It is relaxation process in the combur: on chamber, ori -iir.tod 

’ tho re ction of the oscillations of physical parame tern o* '* e r m. 

o- com’ ustión, h ponontial extinction of ^is*urbane.-r. -'Lt' timo oh rae 

crises th.o specific tine constant - at times the relaxation of 4he 

c’.amber. Tt is the time in which the disruption decreases by e-tirnos. 

All th ’so types of low frequency vibrations may affect simult; n- 

cously, mutually amplifying. 

Physic:’.! picture of high frequency instability 
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Tho instability of hitfh frequency is characterized by the presence 

of longitudinal gas compression waves movine periodically alon- the 

combustion chamber from the head to the outlet nozzle and back. Hie 

physico-chemical processes taking place in the combustion chamber at 

the time of lagginc develop at velocities, which are affected by pres¬ 

sure and temperature of gases and liquid, their relative velocities 

along the KS and so on. V/hen the mentioned factors are changed their 

relative velocities also change, and with them the lagging time. 

Hie oscillations of the mentioned parameters with respect to their 

average value give a time lagging oscillation of corresponding particle 

volumes of driving medium. If for example in the definite place of tho 

T'S the lagging time rises, it will cause an extension of tho process 

in time and in space, namely a reduction in the rate of con'-ustion. 

o. 1 • m m «IVInp 

•.''lift, , .g»;'* *5 
. '■ ■r f- - - 

Í 
I 

] GRAPHIC NOT, 
REPRODUCIBLE 

7ig. 7» One il 
qvency uus^- 

Unifié 

o ac. • 1 w'. ; . .Ving high fro- 
:,r .».t* •(••< riso ug to * 50 ) 

Inveraely-tho r te of combustion will rise v/hen the lagging time will 

decrea.se. As result of this in the KS - combustion chamber may appear 

periodic longitudinal pressure pulses (compression waves) from the hood 

to the outlet nozzle (DV/, ) reflection of same and return movement. If 

these pulses attain great value then conditions of independent ampli¬ 

fication are created for the amplification of eigen oscillations and 
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longitud in 1 v vos. ?he '--orle of the KS becomes in this cc.se unst'.ble, 

Tlic period of tho c;t1o of tf-osc oscillations is appro-:-r; tely eon ' 

’i;ne of la^-in," end time of spreading the pulse of pressure from 

the head to l ' and back. It is necessary to mention, that temperature 

fluctuations in the !Ci» and at the output of D’.V are not in phase. 

Frequency of longitudinal hi^h frequency oscillations is inversely 

proportional to the lenyth of KS. 

It should be underlined, that pressure oscillations in the KS 

:i.-Vo a if Cerent effects on the yield of unit components of the drivin ; 

medium, that is fuel and oxidizer, as result of which as result of 

cli. nyc in toeir load relation will be chanyed the layyin.y time, rate 

of combustion, temperature and pressure of yases, which ayain in a 

very real r?y effects the disruption of static enyine operation. 

Tho frequency of the discussed oscillations is very hiyh, of the 

order of somic v" ve oscillations. In spite of the low amplitude they 

are vei-y danyerous. Hiyh frequency instability does usually not appear 

in "puro" form, but in form of imposition of hiyh frequency over lo’-' 

frequency (fiy. 7a and b,) whereby the instability of hiyh frequency 

appears mainly at maximum pressure at low frequency, which means, that 

increase in pressure cuses fortification of this phenomenon. 

In contrast to low frequency oscillations where such a lor ampli¬ 

tude may appear, that it may be disreyarded, in case of hiyh frequency 

instability occur amplitudes reuchiny up to * 50 7 * 100^ (fiy. ftn-c* ) 

the form of t’.ie siynal is a]so very various* from the pure sinusoid 

to stream pressure jumps. This latter type of instability is - a clear 
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fact - the most dangerous. Observation results (e.£. by Suinmerfield, 

Sienionov, Szaulow and others) agreeably confirm that the timo of circuí 

tion of pressure wave is commensurable with the period of oscillations. 

In the vicinity of the arrow formed by the standing wave - as result 

of wave interference from head to DV7 and the return wave from DV' to 

the head - is observed maximum deviation in rate of combustion, thus 

the maximum tendency to instability. 

Results of combustion instability 

It was mentioned several times that combustion oscillations may 

be dangerous. It is necessary to briefly explain in what the danger 

lios. It may h^ve a differcmJ ‘••are* 

a) increase in pressure ampli¬ 

tudes to high values, having the 

nature of sudden jumps, threatens 

destruction of the combustion 

chamber of the engine and of the 

flying apparatus and creates danger 

fur people; 

t) at pressure pulsations in 

the ICS, yielding of warmth to the 

walls may be 1.5 - 2,5 times greater 

than during static work, which may 

cause their overheating and burning; 

c) pulsations of rate of combustion, temperature and individual 

heat separation and decomposition in rate of flow through of the factor 

?ig. ß. ï'’ r. ... esc:;.: >• 
signal os' : 0grams during 
unstable hi ;h frequency combus¬ 
tion (amplitude rise to * 100#,) 
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rv*’ crucio locr. 1 ovorhc'-t inrs and burn inf: of !fS walls? 

d) roi.'.buntion oocillions, causing thrust pulsation, intovf. vo 

’ iM>. tha vori: of the drive roducin;; attninnents of the fl;*inj upper.' 

•>) th.ruct pulsations, in case of resonance with ei.’cn fnoquono," 

of to ontiro construction na,” cause disruptions in the f ctouin t. o 

•.r.plification conduits and of tho entire construction. 

continuation in next edition 
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